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Abstract. Message passing using libraries implementing the Message
Passing Interface (MPI) standard is the dominant communication mech-
anism in high performance computing (HPC) applications. Yet, the lack
of an implementation independent formal semantics for MPI is a huge
void that must be filled, especially given the fact that MPI will be imple-
mented on novel hardware platforms in the near future. To help reason
about programs that use MPI for communication, we have developed a
formal TLA+ semantic definition of the point to point communication
operations to augment the existing standard. The proposed semantics in-
cludes 42 MPI functions, including all 35 point to point operations, many
of which have not been formally modeled previously. We also present a
framework to extract models from SPMD-style C programs, so that de-
signers may understand the semantics of MPI by exercising short, yet
pithy, communication scenarios written in C/MPI. In this paper, we
describe (i) the TLA+ MPI model features, such as handling the ex-
plicit memory for each process to facilitate the modeling of C pointers,
and some of the widely used MPI operations, (ii) the model extraction
framework and the abstraction based simplifications made to the model
that help facilitate explicit-state model checking of formal semantic def-
initions, (iii) a customized model checker for MPI that performs much
faster model checking, and features a dynamic partial order reduction al-
gorithm whose correctness is directly based on the formal semantics, and
(iv) an error trail replay facility in the Visual Studio environment. Our
effort has helped identify a few omissions in the MPI reference standard
document. These benefits suggest that a formal semantic definition and
exploration approach as described here must accompany every future
effort in creating parallel and distributed programming libraries.

1 Introduction

Progress in high-performance scientific computing (HPC) is fundamental to sci-
entific discovery in virtually all walks of life. The Message Passing Interface
(MPI, [1]) library has become a de facto standard in HPC, and is being ac-
tively developed and supported through several implementations [2–5] designed
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to run on a plethora of architectural platforms. MPI is, however, a portable
standard for overall behavior, and not performance. Therefore, MPI programs
are often manually or automatically (e.g., [6]) re-tuned when ported to another
hardware platform, for example by changing its basic primitives (e.g., MPI_Send)
to specialized versions (e.g., MPI_Isend). The fact that MPI-1 supports over 128
primitives and MPI-2 supports over 300 is largely to facilitate such transforma-
tions.1 In this context, it is crucial that the designers performing code tuning
are aware of the very fine details of MPI semantics. Unfortunately, such details
are far from obvious. For illustration, consider the following MPI pseudo-code
involving two processes:

P0: if(rank==0){ MPI_Irecv(rcvbuf1, from 1); MPI_Irecv(rcvbuf2, from 1);..}

P1: if(rank==1){ sendbuf1=6; sendbuf2=7;

MPI_Issend(sendbuf1, to 0); MPI_Isend(sendbuf2, to 0);..}

Process 1 is designed to issue two immediate mode sends (the first being a
synchronous-mode send) to process 0, while Process 0 is designed to post two
immediate-mode receives. Consider some simple questions pertaining to the ex-
ecution of this program:

1. Is it guaranteed that rcvbuf1 will eventually contain the message sent out
of sendbuf1? The answer is ‘yes,’ since MPI guarantees in-order message
delivery.

2. When can the buffers be accessed? Since all sends and receives use the im-
mediate mode, the handles that these calls return have to be tested for
completion using an explicit MPI_Test or MPI_Wait (suppressed for brevity
in our pseudo-code) before the associated buffers are allowed to be accessed
(written or even read).

3. Will the first receive always complete before the second? No such guarantee
exists (the second may complete first), as these are immediate mode receives
which are guaranteed only to be initiated in program order.

4. What is guaranteed about the matching receive when the first send com-
pletes? It is guaranteed that this receive has been posted. This is because the
first send is a synchronous send, which forces a rendezvous with the posting
of the first receive.

The MPI reference standard [1] is an informal non machine-readable docu-
ment that offers English descriptions of the individual behaviors of MPI primi-
tives. It does not support answering the above kinds of simple questions in any
tractable and reliable way. Running test programs, using actual MPI libraries,
to reveal answers to the above kinds of questions is also futile, given that various
MPI implementations specialize the semantics in various ways.

In this paper, we present a formal, high-level, and executable standard specifi-
cation for a non-trivial subset of MPI 1.1. In particular, our specification consists

1 It is widely known that MPI programs use only about a dozen or so of the 300
MPI library calls - but the precise dozen chosen depends on the applications being
programmed, as well as the hardware platform on which the program runs.



of 42 MPI 1.1 functions. We write this specification in TLA+ [7], a formal spec-
ification notation widely used in the industry. Our specification is integrated
with the verification framework described in this paper. The features of this
framework are as follows:

1. It permits designers to explore the MPI semantics in the setting of MPI pro-
grams written in C by extracting a TLA+ model of the program embedding
the MPI calls, and linking it to our TLA+ models of MPI functions. The
exploration happens through model checking [8], and not through concrete
executions. Error traces produced by the model checker are, however, dis-
played in a user-friendly way by driving the Microsoft Visual Studio debugger
to walk the original program code following the error trace.

2. The framework includes two model checkers: MPI-TLC, a model checker that
works directly off the formal semantic definitions using the TLA+ model
checker called TLC [9]; and MPIC [10], a model checker that embodies the
communication semantics of MPI directly as C# program code.

3. The communication semantics of a small representative subset of MPI were
incorporated into MPIC by faithfully following our TLA+ definitions. In
addition, MPIC implements a dynamic partial order reduction algorithm
(DPOR) (adapted from [11]) for efficient state-space traversal. The DPOR
algorithm avoids commuting independent actions, where the notion of inde-
pendence was stated and manually proved using our MPI formal semantics.

Experimental results from MPIC are provided in Figure 10. A more detailed
coverage of MPIC or our DPOR algorithm are outside the scope of this paper,
but may be found in [10].2

The questions raised on Page 2 can be answered by writing an MPI program
such as the one in Figure 1 and analyzing this program using our framework.
The four questions can be answered, in order, as follows:

1. Assert that the data read by process 0 is: rcvbuf1 == 6&&rcvbuf2 == 7.
If it is possible under the semantics for other values to be assigned to these
two variables, then the TLC model checker will find the violation.

2. Move the assertions to any other point before the corresponding waits. The
model checker then finds violations—meaning that the data cannot be ac-
cessed on the receiver until after the wait. If one adds an assignment to the
variable being transmitted, such as the commented sendbuf1 = 3; state-
ment, after the MPI_Issend yet before the MPI_Wait, the model checker
discovers the violation as the wrong value is passed to the receiver.

3. We can reverse the order of the MPI_Wait commands. If the model checker
does not find a deadlock then it is possible for the operations to complete in
either order.

4. To answer this question, we employ the program in Figure 1. The MPI se-
mantics for immediate mode ready send requires the corresponding receive to

2 The entire modeling framework described in this paper may be downloaded from
http://www.cs.utah.edu/formal verification/verification environment.



1 #include "mpi.h" 22 data2 = 6;
2 23 MPI_Issend(&data1, 1, MPI_INT, 0,
3 int main(int argc, char** argv) 24 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req1);
4 { 25 }
5 int rank, size, data1, data2, data3, flag; 26 if(rank == 1){
6 MPI_Request req1, req2, req3; 27 MPI_Wait(&req1, &stat);
7 MPI_Status stat; 28 MPI_Irsend(&data2, 1, MPI_INT, 0,
8 MPI_Init(&argc, &argv); 29 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req2);
9 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank); 30 MPI_Irsend(&data3, 1, MPI_INT, 0,
10 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &size); 31 2, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req3);
11 if(rank == 0){ 32 } else {
12 data1 = 0; 33 MPI_Wait(&req2, &stat);
13 data2 = 0; 34 }
14 MPI_Irecv(&data1, 1, MPI_INT, 1, 35 if(rank == 0){
15 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req1); 36 MPI_Wait(&req1, &stat);
16 MPI_Irecv(&data2, 1, MPI_INT, 1, 37 } else {
17 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req2); 38 MPI_Wait(&req2, &stat);
18 MPI_Irecv(&data3, 1, MPI_INT, 1, 39 }
19 2, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &req3); 40 MPI_Finalize();
20 } else { 41 return 0;
21 data1 = 7; 42 }

Fig. 1. The C program used to answer Question 4 on Page 2.

be posted before the MPI_Irsend. We cause the tag of the messages to force
the second MPI_Irecv to match the MPI_Issend. We execute the MPI_Wait
corresponding to the MPI_Issend and then post two MPI_Irsend operations.
Now we observe that the model checker (in breadth first search) finds the
first MPI_Irsend posts without error, but the second MPI_Irsend violates
the semantics. Thus we conclude that when the MPI_Wait of process 1 re-
turns, process 0 is guaranteed to have executed the second MPI_Irecv, but
is not guaranteed to have executed any further.

1.1 Related Work

The idea of writing formal specifications of standards and building executable
environments is a vast area. The IEEE Floating Point standard [12] was initially
conceived as a standard that helped minimize the danger of non-portable float-
ing point implementations, and now has incarnations in various higher order
logic specifications (e.g., [13]), finding routine applications in formal proofs of
modern microprocessor floating point hardware circuits. Formal specifications
using TLA+ include Lamport’s Win32 Threads API specification [14] and the
RPC Memory Problem specified in TLA+ and formally verified in the Isabelle
theorem prover by Lamport, Abadi, and Merz [15]. In [16], Jackson presents a
lightweight object modeling notation called Alloy, which has tool support [17, 18]
in terms of formal analysis and testing based on Boolean satisfiability methods.

Each formal specification framework solves modeling and analysis issues spe-
cific to the object being described. In our case, we were initially not sure how to
handle the daunting complexity of MPI nor how to handle its modeling, given
that there has only been very limited effort in terms of formal characterization of
MPI. The architecture of our framework that incorporates solutions that finally
worked are described in Section 2.



In [19], Georgelin and Pierre specify some of the MPI functions in LOTOS
[20]. In [21], Siegel and Avrunin describe a finite state model of a limited number
of MPI point to point operations. This finite state model is embedded in [22].
In [23], the authors support a limited partial order reduction method – one that
handles wild-card communications in a restricted manner, as detailed in [10]. In
[24], additional ‘non-blocking’ MPI primitives are modeled in SPIN. Our own
past efforts in this area are described in [25–28]. None of these efforts: (i) ap-
proach the number of MPI functions we handle, (ii) have the same style of high
level specifications (TLA+ is much closer to mathematical logic than finite-state
SPIN or LOTOS models), (iii) have a model extraction framework starting from
C/MPI programs, (iv) incorporate a dynamic partial order reduction algorithm
that handles the difficulties of wildcard communications more generally, and
(v) have a practical way of displaying error traces in the user’s C code. Section 3
describes the architecture of our implementation.

In the act of writing our formal specification, we noticed serious omissions
in the English standard (confirmed by experts [29]). While these omissions were
found largely by luck, the opposite problem – namely, that of our specification
itself not correctly implementing the intent of the MPI English standard writers
– needs much more care to avoid. We have taken some precautions to avoid such
errors. First, our specification is organized for easy traceability: every clause
in our specification is cross-linked with [1] to particular page/line numbers of
[1]. Second, the “formal semantic calculator” provided by our approach using
familiar programming and debugging environments (e.g., TLC, Phoenix, and
Visual Studio) may help engage expert MPI users (who may not be formal
methods experts) into experimenting with our semantic definitions.

More work is needed to exploit the full potential of formal semantic defini-
tions, as well as a framework such as ours. One can state and prove theorems
that link concepts spread across multiple pages, as is the case with the current
reference document [1]. These, and other concluding remarks are provided in
Section 4.

2 Communication Semantics Model of MPI

We have tried to make this section intuitive even for those not familiar with
MPI: they may focus on the higher level points that we have expressed, as these
issues are bound to arise in any such endeavor as this.

The TLA+ model of MPI is intended to capture the architectural details
that are both implied and explicitly referenced in the natural language standard,
while abstracting away the implementation specific issues that are not specified.
Our model broadly implements the architecture shown in Figure 2. We preserve
the MPI API such that application of an MPI operation has the same external
interface as an MPI procedure call in C. The main pieces of the model are point
to point operations, collective operations, and constants.

Point to point and collective operations are coupled using a communicator.
We model the communicator as a context and a group (MPI additionally has



Fig. 2. TLA+ MPI model architecture.

topologies and attributes, which we consider future work). The context houses
all information about messages that are currently available for communication.
Groups define the set of processes allowed to access a communicator and their
respective ranks (used for message addressing).

MPI Get count MPI Request free MPI Test canceled
MPI Buffer attach MPI Waitany MPI Send init
MPI Buffer detach MPI Testany MPI Bsend init
MPI Isend MPI Waitall MPI Ssend init
MPI Ibsend MPI Testall MPI Rsend init
MPI Issend MPI Waitsome MPI Recv init
MPI Irsend MPI Testsome MPI Start
MPI Irecv MPI Iprobe MPI Startall
MPI Wait MPI Probe
MPI Test MPI Cancel

Fig. 3. Point to point operations included in the TLA+ specification.

2.1 Modeling approach

The MPI standard [1] contains some 128 operations that provide a rich collection
of communication options. A full 35 of these operations are dedicated to pair-wise
exchanges of messages between processes. Our model contains those operations
that we could represent using exactly one TLA+ atomic transition (primed vari-
ables equated to unprimed variables, as in Figure 6). The operations included are
shown in Figure 3. We model the remaining seven operations as sequential com-
positions of those shown in Figure 3. Thus MPI Send becomes MPI Isend and
MPI Wait issued in that order. Similarly, MPI Sendrecv becomes MPI Isend,



MPI Irecv, and two MPI Wait operations issued sequentially; and so on. The
reason for this decision is that the additional overhead involved in modeling
these operations directly would significantly complicate our model. For example,
consider the additional information needed to model MPI Ssend directly. For
doing this, we would require, for each process, a map from the program counter
(pc) to the next operation to be performed when MPI Ssend is enabled. In this
manner, we can determine when a corresponding MPI Recv could be executed
by the receiving process, and then cause both processes to jointly execute their
state transition steps. However, since there is no restriction on what type of
receive could be matched with MPI Ssend (it could be MPI Recv, MPI Irecv,
MPI Sendrecv, etc.), nor are there restrictions on the blocking nature of the
receives (some block the receiving process while others do not), supporting each
of the variants becomes quite laborious, in addition to resulting in unreadable
model descriptions.

MPI Barrier MPI Group size MPI Group rank
MPI Comm size MPI Comm rank MPI Comm compare
MPI Init MPI Finalize MPI Initialized
MPI Abort

Fig. 4. Additional MPI operations modeled to enable tool based reasoning on MPI
based parallel programs.

Additional supporting operations included in the model are shown in Fig-
ure 4. Each of the operations has the same parameters in the same order as the
MPI standard, with two additions. First, there is no way for TLA+ operations
to query the system to discover which process is executing, short of having a
globally visible state element. Therefore, the PID of the process executing an
MPI call is passed as a parameter, which appears after the parameters specified
in the standard. We also have not determined a graceful way to provide return
values of MPI function calls. The return address is, therefore, also provided as a
parameter (although handling return values other than MPI SUCCESS remains
future work).

2.2 What is not modeled

It is important to point out that we have not modeled all of the semantics of
MPI in our work. In addition to the restrictions pointed out in the previous
section, we have not modeled the following.
Data: Most data. Data, such as arrays of floating point values, objects, etc., could
be modeled using TLA+. It is, however, not necessary in most cases to retain the
actual data values of a distributed computation to verify reactive properties of
the participating nodes. Therefore we allow a placeholder for data in our formal
model in such a way that it can be included when necessary. We currently do



allow for the preservation of data values, if the are used in assert statements.
Similarly, there are many data manipulation operations, and also operations to
pack data. These are not currently modeled.
Operations on communicators and topologies: Operations on communicators and
topologies are modeled to a limited extent to enable point to point communi-
cations on intracommunicators. We currently model the operations shown in
Figure 4 in addition to the point to point operations of Chapter 3 of MPI 1.1
shown in Figure 3. Operations on communicators and topologies are planned to
be modeled in the next version of our semantics.
Implementation details: To the greatest extent possible we have avoided assert-
ing implementation-specific details in our formal semantics. One obvious ram-
ification of this omission is that modeling return codes of MPI operations is
completely eliminated (cf. [1, Page 11]).
Handling Implementation-dependent Buffer Availability: As far as the standard
mode sends (e.g., MPI Send, MPI Isend, MPI Send init) go, we require the sys-
tem to either eventually buffer these requests or to not buffer them at all. The
standard allows for an implementation to switch between these policies in a
time-varying manner; we do not know how to attain such generality without
complicating our semantics drastically.

2.3 Modeling granularity to preserve the corner cases

A formal model for a communications library must model at the right level of
granularity in order to not mask corner cases. In order to achieve this objective,
we introduced three additional rules that are allowed to interleave with the
actions of an individual processes. These rules facilitate message pairing, message
buffering, and message transmission.

Figure 5 shows the interleaved rule that transmits messages from one process
to another. This rule is enabled when there exists process i, and request j
on process i such that the request is started, is globally active, has not been
canceled, has not been transmitted, and has already been paired with another
request on some other process. It is necessary to pair and transmit messages
separately because there is no requirement for message completion in the MPI
standard [1]. Consider the case where two messages are sent from process 1 to
process 2 where the first message is very large and the second message is very
small. The MPI standard requires that the first message sent be matched with
the first receive posted in program order on both processes. However this makes
no statement about when the messages will complete. In our example, it should
be possible for the smaller message to complete first. The use of a separate
transmit rule allows us to facilitate the modeling of MPI Cancel which is used
to cancel pending MPI messages. Further discussions are provided in Section 2.5.

Continuing with Figure 5, the final three conjuncts in it define the values
of Memory, requests, and the message buffer in the next state. In MPI, the
event marking the completion of the transmission on the sender side may be-
come visible before the event on the receiver side, or vice versa. Therefore, in
our model, only one request is updated to show that the transmitting step has



1 Transmit ==
2 /\ \E i \in 0..(N-1) :
3 \E j \in 1..Len(requests[i]) :
4 LET m == requests[i][j] IN
5 /\ m.started
6 /\ m.globalactive
7 /\ \lnot m.canceled
8 /\ \lnot m.transmitted
9 /\ m.match /= <<>>
10 /\ requests’ = [requests EXCEPT ![i] =
11 [@ EXCEPT ![j] =
12 [@ EXCEPT !.transmitted = TRUE]]]
13 /\ IF \lnot requests[m.match[1]][m.match[2]].transmitted
14 THEN
15 IF m.message.state = "recv"
16 THEN Memory’ = [Memory EXCEPT ![i] = [@ EXCEPT ![m.message.addr] =
17 Memory[m.match[1]][requests[m.match[1]][m.match[2]].message.addr]]]
18 ELSE Memory’ = [Memory EXCEPT ![m.match[1]] =
19 [@ EXCEPT ![requests[m.match[1]][m.match[2]].message.addr] =
10 Memory[i][m.message.addr]]]
21 ELSE
22 UNCHANGED <<Memory>>
23
24 /\ IF m.ctype = "bsend"
25 THEN
26 message_buffer’ = [message_buffer EXCEPT ![i] = @ - 1]
27 ELSE
28 UNCHANGED << message_buffer >>
29 /\ UNCHANGED << group, communicator, bufsize, initialized, collective >>

Fig. 5. Message transmission.

completed. We do move some data between processes. We currently have ab-
stracted the programs modeled such that the value in only one memory location
can be transmitted between processes. We also have abstracted the notion of
buffering such that a counting semaphore tracks the number of messages that
can be buffered using the explicit space provided by the user — rather than
modeling the number of bytes being sent per message.

2.4 A complete definition: MPI Wait

Figure 6 contains the TLA+ model definition of MPI Wait, commonly used to
complete communications. As with all MPI operations (except for MPI Initialized),
MPI Init must have been called prior to the application of this operation. The
model checks this as an assertion on line 3 of the operation. The comments are of
two types: regular and cross references into the natural language version of the
standard. The cross references are numbered as “page.line” following the TLA+
comments (\*), and allow our assertions to be traced. We now examine a few
aspects of the specification of MPI Wait.

The main conjunct in the specification causes the group, communicator,
bufsize, message buffer, initialized, and finalized to remain unchanged
in the next state. It then considers two cases: when the request is the special
MPI REQUEST NULL value, or when it is a non-null request handle. For the
non-null case, the operation becomes enabled when (i) the request is locally



1 MPI_Wait(request, status, return, proc) ==
2 LET r == requests[proc][Memory[proc][request]] IN
3 /\ Assert(initialized[proc] = "initialized", \* 200.10-200.12
4 "Error: MPI_Wait called with proc not in initialized state.")
5 \* 41.32-41.39 The request handle is not the null handle.
6 /\ \/ /\ Memory[proc][request] /= MPI_REQUEST_NULL
7 /\ r.localactive \* The request is active locally.
8 /\ \/ /\ r.message.src /= MPI_PROC_NULL \* The message source is not null
9 /\ r.message.dest /= MPI_PROC_NULL \* The message destination is not null
10 \* 41.32 - Blocks until complete
11 /\ \/ r.transmitted \* The communication actually happened or
12 \/ r.canceled \* the communication got canceled by the user program or
13 \/ r.buffered \* the communication got buffered either into explicit user provided
14 \* buffer space or into system provided buffer space.
15 /\ Memory’ =
16 [Memory EXCEPT ![proc] = \* 41.36
17 [@ EXCEPT ![Status_Canceled(status)] = r.canceled /\ \lnot r.transmitted, \* 54.46
18 ![Status_Count(status)] = r.message.numelements,
19 ![Status_Source(status)] = r.message.src,
20 ![Status_Tag(status)] = r.message.msgtag,
21 ![Status_Err(status)] = r.error,
22 ![request] = IF r.persist THEN @ ELSE MPI_REQUEST_NULL]]
23 \* 41.32-41.35, 58.34-58.35
24 \/ /\ \/ r.message.src = MPI_PROC_NULL \* The source or destination was actually
25 \/ r.message.dest = MPI_PROC_NULL \* the null process
26 /\ Memory’ = [Memory EXCEPT ![proc] = \* 41.36
27 [@ EXCEPT ![Status_Canceled(status)] = r.canceled,
28 ![Status_Count(status)] = 0,
29 ![Status_Source(status)] = MPI_PROC_NULL,
30 ![Status_Tag(status)] = MPI_ANY_TAG,
31 ![Status_Err(status)] = 0,
32 ![request] = IF r.persist THEN @ ELSE MPI_REQUEST_NULL]]
33 \* 41.32-41.35, 58.34-58.35
34 /\ requests’ = IF r.match /= << >>
35 THEN [requests EXCEPT ![proc] = \* 58.34
36 [@ EXCEPT ![Memory[proc][request]] =
37 IF r.persist
38 THEN IF requests[r.match[1]][r.match[2]].localactive
39 THEN [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE, !.globalactive = FALSE]
40 ELSE [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE]
41 ELSE IF requests[r.match[1]][r.match[2]].localactive
42 THEN [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE, !.globalactive = FALSE,
43 !.deallocated = TRUE]
44 ELSE [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE, !.deallocated = TRUE]],
45 ![r.match[1]] = [@ EXCEPT ![r.match[2]] =
46 IF requests[r.match[1]][r.match[2]].localactive
47 THEN
48 requests[r.match[1]][r.match[2]]
49 ELSE
50 [@ EXCEPT !.globalactive = FALSE]]]
51 ELSE
52 [requests EXCEPT ![proc] = \* 58.34
53 [@ EXCEPT ![Memory[proc][request]] =
54 IF r.persist
55 THEN
56 [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE]
57 ELSE
58 [@ EXCEPT !.localactive = FALSE, !.deallocated = TRUE]]]
59 \/ /\ \/ \lnot r.localactive \* 41.40-41.41 The request is not active locally
60 \/ Memory[proc][request] = MPI_REQUEST_NULL \* or the request handle is null
61 /\ Memory’ = [Memory EXCEPT ![proc] = \* 41.36
62 [@ EXCEPT ![Status_Canceled(status)] = FALSE,
63 ![Status_Count(status)] = 0,
64 ![Status_Source(status)] = MPI_ANY_SOURCE,
65 ![Status_Tag(status)] = MPI_ANY_TAG,
66 ![Status_Err(status)] = 0]]
67 /\ UNCHANGED << requests >>
68 /\ UNCHANGED << group, communicator, bufsize, message_buffer, initialized, collective >>

Fig. 6. The TLA+ model of MPI Wait.



active — meaning it has not been previously completed by some wait or test,
and (ii) the request indicates that the message has been transmitted, canceled,
or buffered. In this case, if the source and destination referenced in the request
are non-null, the memory of the executing process is updated to indicate that
the message has completed by filling the fields of the status object (lines 16–22).
Otherwise, the status fields are set to reflect that the completion has occurred
on a request referencing MPI PROC NULL. In either case the request handle is
appropriately set, and we also mark the status fields in memory.

The request sequence for the executing process must also be updated (lines
34–58. When a communication between processes i and j is initiated by i using
a buffered send (such as MPI Send) or when using MPI Cancel, it is possible for
the Wait to become enabled before the matching request is posted on process
j. This is apparent when r.match =<<>> on line 34. In the true case, the
previously paired request is marked globally inactive, in addition to the local
request being marked locally inactive and globally inactive. In the false case,
only the local request is marked locally inactive. Again, the status fields are
marked as required by the standard.

2.5 Issues Raised by Modeling

While creating the model we became aware of some specific issues that had not
been discussed in the MPI natural language version of the standard. The fol-
lowing descriptions are helpful in understanding the following issues. MPI Probe
takes a process rank j and some additional message envelope information and be-
comes enabled when there is a matching request posted on process j. MPI Cancel
takes a request handle as an argument and attempts to cancel the corresponding
communication. The standard says the message may still complete, and it is up
to the user to program appropriately. A third operation MPI Rsend (and vari-
ants) requires the matching receive operation to have been previously posted,
barring which the operation is in error. In this context, here are some specific
issues we identified:

– There are numerous ways that MPI Probe and MPI Cancel can interact,
resulting in an undefined system state. In particular, any time a message
is probed successfully, it is not specified whether it is still possible for the
message to be canceled or if the message must at that point be delivered.

– MPI Cancel also creates an undefined system state when used with ready
mode send (MPI Irsend). Consider the following execution trace: “MPI Irecv;
MPI Irsend; MPI Cancel; ...” If the ready send is successful, can the receive
still be canceled?

– Continuing with Cancel, what happens if the null request is canceled?
– The MPI system allows the user to specify a buffer for outgoing messages.

To ensure that all buffered messages have been sent, the user must call
MPI Buffer detach. What is the state of the system when no buffer has been
specified and MPI Buffer detach is called?



It is encouraging to note that even a few weeks invested in the process of writing
a formal semantics forced us to conduct a thorough walk-through of the MPI
standard, spotting the above omissions.

3 Modeling Framework

We have developed a modeling framework based on the Microsoft Phoenix [30]
compiler which allows developers to insert a compilation phase between existing
compiler phases in the process of lowering a program from language independent
MSIL to device specific assembly. We place our phase at the point where the
input program has been simplified into a single static assignment form, with
a homogenized pointer referencing style that is still device independent. Our
phase reads the Phoenix intermediate representation and builds from it a state-
transition system (the MPIC IR) for each function, similar in spirit to a control
flow graph. Control locations in the program are represented by states, and
program statements are represented using transitions.
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Fig. 7. System architecture.

The architecture of the verification framework is shown in Figure 7. From
the MPIC IR, we can output different formats, including TLA+, Dot[31], and
MPIC. The framework integrates both TLC and a new model checker MPIC to
perform the verification tasks. If an error is found, the error trail is then made
available to the verification environment, and can be used by our tool to drive
the Visual Studio debugger to replay the trace to the error. The remainder of
this section describes the simplification and replay capabilities of our framework.
We report the MPIC tool primarily in [10].

3.1 Simplification

From the extracted state-transition format, it would be possible to emit a TLA+
model directly. However, the TLA+ model would have to have sufficient mech-



anisms to handle function calls and returns. Although this is possible with
TLA+ [32]–the scientific computing applications we have considered would not
benefit from the additional functionality. As such we propose the following se-
quence of transformations, intended to reduce the complexity of model checking
while preserving the properties of interest, before applying model checking based
analysis. The simplifications are as follows:

– Inline all user defined functions: We assume (i) that all parameters are pass
by value, (ii) that there are no function pointers, and (iii) there is no recur-
sion.

– Remove operations foreign to the model checking framework: Examples in-
clude printf.

– Slice the model with respect to communications and user assertions: The
cone of influence of variables is computed using a chaotic iteration over the
program graph, similar to what is described in [33].

– Eliminate redundant counting loops: This is a heuristic to handle loops that
occur frequently in MPI programs.

3.2 Program Modeling

Our model of MPI is intended to capture the semantics while abstracting away
the possible implementation details. However there are some implementation
details retained that are common to all present-day computer systems, and that
are implied by the standard. The first of these is the notion of memory: it
is assumed that each process operates in a disjoint memory space. As such, we
allocate an array of TLA+ variables that represent the local store of each process.
More formally, memory is modeled as a function memory : IN → IN where
allocated addresses are mapped onto values. Variable names are represented by
an array of address that use symbols, (i.e., strings) for indices. These are again
functions that map strings onto addresses. The mention of memory brings to
the fore the first of several abstractions that are imposed on the model. Only
values in IN are considered valid memory contents. With an explicit notion of
memory and addresses, it is possible to have explicit pointers in the model. This
we support, allowing for arbitrary dereferences. We also never allocate address
0, allowing for null pointer dereference violations to be discovered.

It is possible to allocate memory using the operator in Figure 8. This operator
updates the function representing process memory by changing the function for
process i such that there are size new memory locations at the end, each having
uninitialized memory contents. The operator also writes the address of the first
uninitialized location into the memory location of the pointer.

Many constants are used by MPI and consequently in our model. Since the
model is automatically extracted from the program while it is being compiled,
it is necessary that the constants used in our model match those used by the
implementation of MPI used with the program being analyzed. Constants are
provided in a separate TLC configuration file. These constant definitions gen-
erally match the values used in the corresponding C header files (mpi.h). Since



1 AllocateMemory(ptr, pid, size) ==
2 /\ Memory’ = [i \in 0..(N-1) |->
3 IF i = pid
4 THEN [j \in 1..(Len(Memory[i]) + size) |->
5 IF j <= Len(Memory[i])
6 THEN
7 IF ptr = j
8 THEN Len(Memory[pid]) + 1
9 ELSE Memory[i][j]
10 ELSE "uninitialized memory space"]
11 ELSE Memory[i]]

Fig. 8. Memory allocation in TLA+.

not all values can be used (i.e., no floating point values, etc.) we make manual
changes to the configuration and corresponding header files.

\/ /\ pc[pid] = state_pc

/\ pc’ = [pc EXCEPT ![pid] = next_pc]

/\ guard

/\ action

/\ UNCHANGED << variables not mentioned in the action >>

Fig. 9. Transition template for TLA+ program model.

The individual transitions are formatted as shown in Figure 9, combined with
the initial values of the memory array and the map from variable names to their
addresses and written to disk. The constants, program model, and MPI model
are then given to the TLC model checker.

Error trail generation In the event that the model contains an error, an
error trail is produced by the model checker and returned to the verification
environment. To map the error trail back onto the actual program we observe
the changes in the error trail to variable values that appear in the program text.
For each such change, we step the Visual Studio debugger until the corresponding
value of the variable in the debugger matches. We also observe which process
moves at every step in the error trail and context switch between processes in
the debugger at corresponding points. When the error trail ends the debugger is
within a few steps of the error, with the process that causes the error scheduled.

4 Examples

We have applied our semantic evaluation framework to a small number of ex-
amples and show the results of a few verification tasks in this section. The two
tables shown in Figure 10 shows the number of states generated / execution time



MPI-TLC MPIC without DPOR MPIC with DPOR

Trap 724/2 331/0 42/0

Diffusion 2D timeout timeout 70,513/28

Scenario 4 310/2 N/A N/A

Fig. 10. Number of states generated / execution time (seconds)

for the following examples: (i) an example code from [34] into which we have
introduced a deadlock, (ii) the 2D diffusion example from [35], and (iii) the last
scenario described in Section 1, namely “What is guaranteed about the matching
receive when the first send completes?” Each of the experiments was run on a
dual core 2GHz processor with 2GB of memory. When TLC was applied, two
worker threads were used.

The Trap example from [34] computes the integral over a trapezoidal region.
The program is written in the SPMD style and is typical of “textbook examples”
in this area. We verify the example as written for the absence of deadlocks and
the default assertions provided by the respective model checkers for two model
processes.

The Diffusion 2D example computes the diffusion of a substance through a
two dimensional grid of cells. We could not verify the pseudo-code given in [35]
because we require actual C program code. To facilitate this requirement, we im-
plemented the program as described. We then optimized the code to overlap the
preparation for communication with the actual communication operations. This
is accomplished by changing the program to communicate via immediate mode
synchronous sends and immediate mode receives (MPI Issend and MPI Irecv)
coupled with MPI Wait and then moving the message initiations as far from the
completions as possible. We then were able to verify this code using MPIC using
dynamic partial-order reduction, for the absence of deadlocks and the default
set of assertions for 16 model processes.

The final example requires an additional MPI procedure, namely MPI Irsend,
which requires that the matching receive be posted before the “ready” mode
send can be posted. We cause the first send to match the second receive using
the tag field of the message. We then post the ready mode send immediately
after the MPI Wait corresponding to the MPI Issend. We post a second ready
mode send that can match only the third receive. Successful posting of the first
MPI Irsend implies that the receiver is guaranteed to be beyond that program
point. Failed posting of the second MPI Irsend implies that no guarantee can
be made about further progress: thus the receiver is guaranteed to have posted
the corresponding receive and no more (Figure 1). This verification task requires
only two model processes.

5 Concluding Remarks

To help reason about programs that use MPI for communication, we have devel-
oped a formal TLA+ semantic definition of the point to point communication



operations to augment the existing standard. We described this formal specifica-
tion, as well as our framework to extract models from SPMD-style C programs.
We discuss how the framework incorporates high level formal specifications, and
yet allows designers to experiment with these specifications, using model check-
ing, in a familiar debugging environment. Our effort has helped identify a few
omissions in the MPI reference standard document. The experience gained so far
suggests that a formal semantic definition and exploration approach as described
here must accompany every future effort in creating parallel and distributed pro-
gramming libraries.

Our future plans include overcoming the limitations of our current framework
in terms of handling communication topologies. Another area where formal se-
mantic definitions can help is in extensions of MPI to support different levels
of threading. As pointed out in [36], even short MPI programs which employ
threading can have nasty corner cases. Formal specifications, as well as direct
execution methods for these specifications can have maximal impact in these
areas, in that we will not be capacity limited in terms of model checking, and
yet be able to shed light on the semantic intricacies, and pitfalls to avoid.
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